Vascular risk factors (VRFs) increase the risk of Alzheimer's disease (AD) and contribute to neurodegenerative processes. The purpose of this study was to investigate whether increasing number of VRFs contributes to within-cohort differences in cortical thickness (CThk) among adults with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and cognitively intact older controls from the AD Neuroimaging Initiative 1, GO, and 2 data sets. Multivariate partial least squares analysis was used to investigate the effect of VRF index on regional CThk measurements, which produced a significant latent variable and identified patterns of cortical thinning in the MCI group but not controls. Subsequent analyses tested the interaction effects between VRF index and cognitive grouping and examined 1-year follow-up data. There was evidence of a VRF index by cognitive group interaction. Partial least squares results were replicated at 1-year follow-up among MCI cohort in a subset of baseline CThk regions. This study provides evidence that a summative VRF index accounts for some of the variance in brain tissue loss in regions implicated in AD among MCI adults.
Introduction
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative age-related disease characterized by increased accumulation of fibrillar b-amyloid (Ab) in neuritic and non-neuritic plaques in the cortex and striatum (Edison et al., 2008) , extensive brain atrophy (Thompson et al., 2003) , decreased glucose metabolism (Devanand et al., 2010) , and debilitating cognitive decline (Becker et al., 1988) . Amnestic mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is considered a prodromal stage of AD (Petersen et al., 1999) , however, not all individuals with MCI develop AD. Consequently, several recent studies identified MCI subgroups that are at a higher risk of converting to AD using univariate and multivariate treatment of structural, cognitive, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) data (Nettiksimmons et al., 2014; Spulber et al., 2013) . These findings have prompted new questions about the underlying causes of MCI heterogeneity. For instance, vascular risk factors (VRFs) are known to increase the risk of AD as well as other dementias and increasingly recognized for their role in adversely affecting vascular and metabolic pathways synergistic with AD-related neurodegeneration (Clerici et al., 2012; Kivipelto et al., 2001; Luchsinger et al., 2005) . VRFs affect on vascular function can compromise glucose and oxygen supply in a manner that is additive to disruption of vascular network caused by AD pathology. VRF-mediated pathophysiology is thought to interact synergistically with cerebral amyloid angiopathy, which would affect both inflow of nutrients and clearance of b-amyloid (Murray et al., 2011) . Furthermore, nondemented individuals with VRFs have demonstrated changes in brain structure in regions that are closely related to AD (Hajjar et al., 2010; Last et al., 2007) . The impact of VRFs on brain structure in the context of AD, however, is still unclear.
The primary objective of this study was to investigate the impact that the number of VRFs has on cortical thickness (CThk) in individuals with MCI and cognitively intact older adults (normal controls [NC] ). Previous studies demonstrate an association between individual VRFs, diabetes, hypertension, history of smoking, and cortical thinning in multiple brain regions (Brundel et al., 2010; Gonzalez et al., 2015; Leritz et al., 2011) . Most of these studies focused on the individual VRFs, i.e., examining the effect of one VRF while adjusting for other risk factors. This approach, however, may result in overadjustment and underestimation of the true VRF effects. Since VRFs seldom occur in isolation (Selby et al., 2004) , using the combined VRF score is likely to improve sensitivity of detecting their effects on brain health. Several recent studies demonstrated the utility of aggregate VRF scores tested on structural and vascular brain measures (Bangen et al., 2014; De Toledo Ferraz Alves et al., 2011; Rondina et al., 2014; Tchistiakova et al., 2015) .
VRFs affect a wide range of brain regions. For example, the effects of T2DM are most often detected within precuneus, posterior cingulate, entorhinal corticex, and middle temporal structures associated with memory (Brundel et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2015) . Hypertension (HTN) has also been implicated in the effect on the temporal regions but appears to have an even more prominent impact on the prefrontal regions involved in executive function (Leritz et al., 2011) . Finally, smoking is associated with a large scale of structural brain abnormalities including decreased gray matter density in prefrontal regions, cerebellum, precuneus, posterior cingulate, thalamus, and precentral gyri (Almeida et al., 2008; Brody et al., 2004) . The reported spatial overlap between VRFimpacted regions and AD-related structural changes within temporal and frontal areas may lead to an enhanced vulnerability of these regions in individuals with both conditions. This overarching hypothesis serves as the main motivation for the present study.
Our goal was to examine whether increased VRF burden is related to the high degree of within-cohort structural variability in the group of older adults at risk for AD, i.e., MCI.
VRFs were combined into a summative VRF index (i.e., having 1, 2, or 3 VRFs). Whereas the literature on smoking, diabetes, and hypertension is unambiguous for their deleterious effects on brain structure, the same may not be the case for hypercholesterolemia since some report positive (Leritz et al., 2011; van Velsen et al., 2013) and others report negative (Walhovd et al., 2014) associations with CThk; therefore, it was not included in VRF index.
The impact of VRFs on CThk was assessed using multivariate partial least squares (PLS) analysis, which permits identification of distributed patterns of brain changes most related to a specific task or condition (Addis et al., 2004; Luk et al., 2010) . This approach is efficient from a statistical point of view, useful at identifying latent patterns in the data, and often more sensitive than univariate techniques when dependent variables are correlated . Regional structural differences are often highly correlated; thus, PLS is well suited in this context. Furthermore, PLS may improve characterization of disease impact on the brain in conditions where effects are expected to involve multiple cortical and subcortical areas distributed throughout the brain by examining multiple regions at the same time (Khedher et al., 2015; Luk et al., 2010) .
Our primary hypothesis in MCI adults is that it will be possible to use PLS to identify decreased CThk in relation to the summative VRF index. To support this primary analysis, we conduct an equivalent PLS analysis on CThk data among NC and consider follow-up CThk data from the MCI group. As part of the secondary analyses, we explore whether the influence of VRF index is different between cognitive groups. To test the theory that the VRF index and cognitive status work synergistically on CThk changes, our secondary hypothesis is that there will be an interaction effect of summative VRF index by cognitive group. Finally, we hypothesize that increasing VRF index may influence inter-regional CThk correlations. These correlations may either increase with VRF index, if 2 regions thin together as the VRF index increases, or decrease and even show negative association if there is localized degeneration. We hypothesize that the effect of VRF index on inter-regional correlations will depend on the brain region. In particular, we expect temporal regions to show the highest disruption in correlations with other areas as these regions are known to be heavily impacted by both VRF and AD-related pathologies.
Materials and methods

AD Neuroimaging Initiative data set
The data used in this study were downloaded from the AD Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (www.adni.loni.usc.edu), launched in 2003 by the National Institute on Aging, the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, the Food and Drug Administration, private pharmaceutical companies, and nonprofit organizations as a 5-year privateepublic partnership. The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography and other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the progression of MCI and early AD. Determination of sensitive and specific markers of very early AD progression is intended to aid researchers and clinicians to develop new treatments and monitor their effectiveness, as well as lessen the time and cost of clinical trials. The Principal Investigator of this initiative is Michael W. Weiner, MD, VA Medical Center and University of California, San Francisco. ADNI is the result of efforts of many coinvestigators from a broad range of academic institutions and private corporations, and subjects have been recruited from over 50 sites across the United States and Canada.
Participants
Participants were enrolled in ADNI if they were between 55-and 90-year old, spoke English or Spanish as their first language and completed at least 6 years of schooling. Diagnostic classification was made by ADNI investigators using established criteria for NC, early MCI, late MCI, or early stages of AD (McKhann, Drachman and Folstein, 1984; McKhann et al., 2011; Petersen et al., 1999) . Controls had mini-mental status examination scores between 24 and 30 and no significant memory concerns. MCI adults had mini-mental status examination scores between 24 and 30; memory complaint; objective memory loss as quantified by the Wechsler Memory Scale Logical Memory II test; a Clinical Dementia Rating score of 0.5; lack of cognitive impairment in other domains such as executive function, visuospatial function and language; relative sparing of activities of daily living; and absence of frank dementia.
The present study included early and late MCI individuals as well as the NC group, all of whom had a baseline MRI scan. MRI data were collected on 1.5 T and 3 T MRI scanners in accordance with a standardized protocol (Jack et al., 2008) . A typical protocol for T1weighted 3D-MPRAGE sequence included: repetition time/echo time/inversion time ¼ 2300/2.9/900 ms, matrix ¼ 256 Â 240 Â 192, voxel size ¼ 1 Â 1 Â 1.2 mm 3 , number of slices ¼ 160, and flip angle ¼ 9 . Follow-up MRI data were also obtained at 1 year for a subset of MCI participants.
In addition to imaging data, participants' demographics including systolic and diastolic blood pressure (SBP and DBP), fasting blood glucose levels, and Apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotype were obtained. Participants were included in the final analyses if they had at least 1 VRF (diabetes, prehypertension/hypertension, and history of smoking) and were assigned into subgroups based on the summative VRF index (i.e., 1, 2, or 3). The presence of VRF was established based on the medications associated with the treatment of that VRF and/or the condition was listed in the medical notes of the recent medical history. In addition, measures of blood pressure (SBP !130 mm Hg and/or DBP !85 mm Hg; Chobanian et al., 2003; Haight et al., 2015) and fasting blood glucose (!126 mg/ dL; American Diabetes Association, 2011) were used as part of the classification for prehypertension/hypertension and diabetes, respectively, to account for potential undiagnosed VRFs. Smoking was classified as "yes" if participants had a history of smoking at any time based on the previous evidence of the effects of midlife smoking on brain structure (Debette et al., 2011) .
Image analysis
T1-weighted high-resolution images from ADNI database were preprocessed by the University of California, San Francisco Medical Centre using FreeSurfer software (V5.1, http://surfer.nmr.mgh. harvard.edu/) described in more details elsewhere (Dale, Fischl and Sereno, 1999) . Briefly: (1) T1-weighted images were motion corrected and averaged across multiple volumetric images (Reuter, Rosas and Fischl, 2010) , (2) all nonbrain structures were removed (Ségonne et al., 2004) , (3) images were transformed into Talairach space, (4) subcortical white and deep gray matters volumetric structures were segmented and intensity normalization applied (Fischl et al., 2002; Sied, Zijdenbos and Evans, 1998) , (5) gray/white matter boundary was covered with triangular tessellation and a deformation algorithm applied to produce a final representation of the boundary between gray and white matter as well as the gray matter/CSF boundary, (6) finally, cortical parcellation was performed and regional structural statistics estimated, i.e., CThk and cortical volumes (Fischl et al., 2002) . CThk was computed as the closest distance between gray/white and gray/CSF surfaces for 34 regions for right and left hemispheres (Fischl and Dale, 2000) and are available for download from the ADNI website. A visual quality control of automated FreeSurfer segmentation was also performed. Only CThk measures for images that passed segmentation quality control in frontal, temporal, parietal, occipital lobes, and insula were included in this study.
Assessment of summative VRF index impact on CThk with PLS
Comparison of VRF index subgroups was performed using PLS on 68 CThk regions produced by Freesurfer segmentation for MCI and NC groups separately. Before PLS analysis, a linear model was used to regress the effects of age, gender, APOE status (0 ¼ no ε4 alleles, 1 ¼ one or more ε4 alleles) and MRI field strength for each cortical region. This strategy of adjusting CThk values was designed to restrict PLS analysis to structural differences driven by VRF index and has been previously used in multivariate analyses (He et al., 2008) . The PLS pipeline was developed at Baycrest Hospital, Rotman Research Institute, implemented using Matlab software and is described in more details elsewhere (McIntosh et al., 1996; McIntosh and Lobaugh, 2004; ) . Briefly: (1) a cross-correlation matrix was computed between the design and data matrices (e.g., VRF index subgroup vs. regional CThk measures), (2) a singular value decomposition was applied to the cross-correlation matrix to generate a set of orthogonal latent variables (LVs) containing a pair of singular images (design matrix and salience matrix) and the corresponding singular values (covariance between the 2 matrices), (3) finally, brain scores were computed as the dot product of the salience matrix and the original data matrix (McIntosh et al., 1996 .
Statistical assessment of the LVs is done using permutation testing for the LV significance and bootstrap resampling for region localization. In the first case, permutations are used to establish if any or all of the LVs are statistically significant by randomly reordering the rows of the design matrix and computing a new set of LVs each time. The singular values of these LVs are then compared with that of the original LV, and the probability is assigned to the original LV value based on the number of times the statistic from the permuted LVs exceeds the original value (McIntosh et al., 1996) . Saliences are weights that determine how strongly each voxel (here, CThk region) contributes to the identified LV. To determine the reliability of the saliences for CThk regions characterizing the LV pattern, a bootstrap resampling is used on the salience matrix, estimating the standard error of voxel saliences within that LV. The ratio of saliences to standard errors is referred to as the bootstrap ratio (BSR; . Since both permutation and bootstrapping are performed on the entire LV pattern no additional multiple comparison correction is required ).
Adjusted regional CThk measures were formatted as 2D images making data conducive to the PLS software, namely CThk values were assigned to 68 voxels in an image for each participant. Individuals' data were then combined into a single matrix based on the VRF index, where each row corresponded to a single participant and each column contained regional CThk measures. Next, PLS was performed to produce a set of LVs, thereby identifying inherent association patterns between CThk and VRF index. Permutation testing with 1500 permutations (p < 0.05 for significance) was performed to determine the significance of each LV, followed by a bootstrap resampling with 500 bootstraps to identify brain regions that consistently showed the significant LV pattern (BSR >2.0 for significance) and to generate a 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for VRF index subgroup comparison.
Effect of cognitive group X VRF index interaction on CThk
In the secondary analyses, we tested for a main effect of VRF index and cognitive group X VRF index interaction effect using an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) in SPSS (version 21, IBM Corp., IMB SPSS Statistics for Mac, Armonk, NY, USA) in the regions identified by PLS. These analyses included both NC and MCI groups. CThk was adjusted for age, gender, APOE status, and MRI field strength. Correction for multiple comparisons was performed using the false discovery rate (FDR) method (q < 0.05 for significance).
Inter-regional CThk correlations
Inter-regional correlation matrices were computed for each VRF index subgroup by calculating correlation coefficients between CThk measures for every pair of regions identified by PLS. Correlation coefficients were then converted into z-values using Fisher's transform, and VRF index sub-groups were compared in a pairwise manner. Results were adjusted for multiple comparisons using FDR (q < 0.05 for significance). Similarly to PLS analysis, adjusted CThk values (i.e., not the raw CThk values) were used in this correlation analysis.
Replication sample using 1-year follow-up MRI
Effects of VRF index on CThk were examined in the regions identified in baseline PLS findings using the subset of MCI participants with available 1-year follow-up. An ANCOVA model that included age, gender, APOE status, and MRI field strength was used in SPSS (version 21, IBM Corp., IMB SPSS Statistics for Mac). VRF index subgrouping was preserved from baseline analysis as the initial classification was based on the medical history from all visits. Results were adjusted for multiple comparisons using FDR (q < 0.05 for significance).
Statistical analysis
Statistical comparison of VRF index subgroups in terms of demographics and clinical characteristics was performed using SPSS (version 21, IBM Corp., IMB SPSS Statistics for Mac). Age, SBP, DBP, fasting blood glucose, body mass index, white matter hyperintensities volumes, and CSF measures were not normally distributed and were, therefore, compared using nonparametric KruskaleWallis test. Categorical variables were compared using c 2 test.
Results
Participants
T1-weighted MRI data were preprocessed for 1437 participants (532 NC and 905 MCI), of which 383 and 672 passed segmentation quality control for NC and MCI, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). For NC, 354 of 383 had a VRF index of one or more. For MCI, 604 of 672 had a VRF index of one or more. Since APOE status was included as a covariate in all analyses, 11 NC and 28 MCI participants with missing genotype data were excluded. Final analysis included 343 NC (VRF index 1, 196; VRF index 2, 131; and VRF index 3, 16) and 576 MCI (VRF index 1, 311; VRF index 2, 234; and VRF index 3, 31).
Diagnosis of preHTN/HTN was made based on either medical history/medications (N ¼ 162), a high BP reading (N ¼ 242), or both (N ¼ 412). Similarly, diabetes mellitus diagnosis was based on either medical history/medications (N ¼ 83), a high fasting glucose reading (N ¼ 42), or both (N ¼ 38). Participants' demographics are summarized in Table 1 .
Fasting blood glucose levels were significantly different between VRF index subgroups in both NC and MCI (p ¼ 0.002 and p < 0.001, respectively), with a higher VRF index being associated with higher fasting glucose. SBP and body mass index were also significantly different between VRF index subgroups in MCI (p ¼ 0.01 and p < 0.001, respectively). No significant differences were detected between VRF index subgroups in any other measures.
Impact of summative VRF index on CThk
PLS analysis of CThk data in the MCI cohort produced one significant LV (p ¼ 0.01) that explained 95.3% of the covariance between adjusted CThk and the VRF index. Contributions of each group to this pattern and pairwise subgroup differences were determined using 95% CI bars from bootstrap testing. All 3 VRF index subgroups contributed significantly to the identified pattern (i.e., CIs did not overlap with 0). The LV showed a stepwise pattern with increasing VRF index, i.e., higher VRF index was associated with lower brain scores (which in this study correspond to weighted CThk measures; see Fig. 2A ). Significant subgroup differences were observed between VRF index 1 and VRF index 3 subgroups and between VRF index 2 and VRF index 3 subgroups (i.e., noneoverlapping CIs) but not between VRF index 1 and VRF index 2 subgroups. This LV pattern was reliably detected (i.e., BSR ! 2.0) in the (1) bilateraleentorhinal cortex, pars orbitalis, and lateral orbitofrontal regions; (2) righteparahippocampal, inferior temporal, medial orbitofrontal, rostral middle frontal, and frontal pole regions; and (3) left insula and temporal pole (see Fig. 2B ). Our secondary PLS analysis on the NC group did not produce any significant LVs that would explain VRF index differences (p ¼ 0.4).
Effect of cognitive group X VRF index interaction on CThk
The results of the ANCOVA analysis revealed a main effect of VRF index across 2 cognitive groups in the right frontal pole (p ¼ 0.01) and left lateral orbitofrontal region (p ¼ 0.02). An interaction between cognitive diagnosis and VRF index was observed in right medial orbitofrontal (p ¼ 0.001) and right parahippocampal (p ¼ 0.04) regions, where the impact of VRF index was seen in the MCI but not NC group. Results are summarized in Fig. 3 . Only the interaction term in the right medial orbitofrontal region survived FDR correction.
Inter-regional CThk correlations
The inter-regional CThk correlation matrices by VRF index subgroups in the MCI group are shown in Fig. 4A . Groups with VRF index of 1 and 2 had positive inter-regional correlations between all examined regions. By contrast, the group with a VRF index of 3 had several negative correlations, primarily with right and left entorhinal cortices. Pairwise comparisons revealed significant (p < 0.05 FDR-corrected) between VRF index subgroup differences. The scatter plots for these correlations are included in Fig. 4B .
Replication results using 1-year follow-up MRI
One year follow-up MRI data were available for 328 MCI participants (VRF index 1, 178; VRF index 2, 138; VRF index 3, 12). Of the 13 regions identified in the baseline PLS findings, 3 showed significant association with VRF index at follow-up: right inferior temporal region (p ¼ 0.001), right entorhinal cortex (p ¼ 0.02), and right parahipocampal (p ¼ 0.05). The right inferior temporal region remained significant after FDR correction. A post hoc analysis revealed a significant decrease in CThk in all 3 regions in the group with VRF index of 3 compared with VRF index of 1 (right inferior temporal: p < 0.001, right entorhinal: p ¼ 0.02, right parahipocampal: p ¼ 0.04), and VRF index 2 group (right inferior temporal: p ¼ 0.001, right entorhinal: p ¼ 0.006, right parahipocampal: p ¼ 0.02) but not between VRF index of 1 and 2 (p > 0.05). The results of the follow-up analysis are demonstrated in Supplementary Fig. 1 . The data for HC in the same 13 regions was included for comparison. Similarly to the baseline, no VRF index subgroup effects were detected in HC group at follow-up.
Discussion
This study reveals there are significant associations between the summative VRF index and CThk in the temporal and frontal regions among older adults with MCI who have at least one VRF. No such VRF patterns of cortical thinning were seen when the NC group was treated separately; however, a main effect of VRF index across the cognitive cohorts was found in the left lateral orbitofrontal and right frontal pole regions and a significant cognitive group by VRF index interaction effect was observed in the right medial orbitofrontal and right parahippocampal regions. Increased VRF index was also associated with differences in inter-regional CThk correlations between left and right entorhinal cortices and several frontal regions. Follow-up CThk data in a subset of the MCI sample confirmed the impact of increasing VRF index on CThk in 3 temporal regions identified at baseline.
The novelty of the present study is in the use of a multivariate PLS analysis to identify regions where reduced CThk was explained by the summative VRF index. This PLS approach interrogated all 68 CThk regions simultaneously and inherently accounted for collinearity of the dependent variables. PLS is thus an efficient and prudent strategy of characterizing between-subject differences in CThk. Furthermore, the Rotman PLS software is also statistically rigorous because of the permutation and bootstrap steps that are designed to assess the robustness of the LV and the individual CThk regions. Only one significant LV was found in the MCI group, of which case each of the VRF subgroups contributed to this LV in a "stair-case" pattern (i.e., higher VRF index corresponded to lower CThk). Identified regions included some of the regions previously seen impacted by the individual VRFs. For example, several previous studies have shown associations between cortical thinning within temporal regions and T2DM (Brundel et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2015) , temporal and frontal regions and HTN (Leritz et al., 2011) and preferential effect of smoking on cortical structure in frontal regions (Almeida et al., 2008; Brody et al., 2004) . Our findings are also consistent with earlier studies using an aggregate vascular score, i.e., the Framingham Cardiovascular Risk Profile, which demonstrate negative associations between vascular burden and temporal (Cardenas et al., 2012; Villeneuve et al., 2014) and frontal (Villeneuve et al., 2014) CThk in older NC and MCI adults. VRFsensitive regions identified by PLS showed a high degree of overlap with cortical thinning patterns within frontotemporal areas characteristic of AD (Thompson et al., 2003) . These findings support our hypothesis that there are regions that are vulnerable to both AD and VRF-related neurodegeneration, possibly through synergistic effects of vascular dysfunction and AD-specific pathophysiology, such as Ab accumulation. The findings also suggest that VRFs contribute to heterogeneity in structural neuroimaging data within MCI. VRF index was also found to influence inter-regional CThk correlations in the MCI cohort. Negative correlations were observed between bilateral entorhinal cortices and several frontal regions in the group with 3 VRFs. Changes in the inter-regional CThk correlations were previously observed in the AD individuals compared with NC (He et al., 2008) , where negative correlations between brain regions were attributed to regional disconnectivity and/or localized degeneration (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013) .
The impact of VRFs on the brain is multifactorial, including structural degeneration of gray and white matter, cerebrovascular dysfunction and functional network reorganization (Hajjar et al., 2010; Last et al., 2007; Leritz et al., 2011; Musen et al., 2012) . In the context of AD, VRFs contribute additively to vascular dysfunction, which appears to increases the risk of AD onset and progression through a "two-hit vascular hypothesis" (Zlokovic, 2011) . "Hit one" is attributed to the accumulation of neurotoxic molecules and capillary hypoperfusion, which leads to the neuronal dysfunction. "Hit two" is the additional VRF-related vascular dysfunction that contributes to increased productions and decreased clearance of Ab. In the case of T2DM, this VRF may also directly contribute to Ab accumulation by decreasing the availability of insulin degrading enzyme, which is responsible for Ab clearance (Zhao et al., 2004) . The processes of VRF brain impact are often interconnected, such that vascular dysfunction may decrease supply of oxygen and nutrients to brain tissues, contributing to cortical thinning (Alosco et al., 2014) . CThk was chosen in this study as it has been shown to be a sensitive structural biomarker for detecting the effects of VRF and early signs of AD (Brundel et al., 2010; Leritz et al., 2011; Sabuncu et al., 2011) . Structural imaging, used for CThk measurement, is also the most commonly used modality in neuroimaging, which facilitates the translations of current findings to other populations and increases the ease of result replication. Other metrics such as perfusion and white matter tractography may provide additional information on the mechanisms that could contribute to these structural changes. For example, a recent study by Maillard et al. (2015) demonstrated a significant impact of VRFs on white matter fractional anisotropy, which was found to be reduced in individuals with !2 VRFs compared with those with only 1 VRF in a range of white matter tracts including the cingulum and uncinate fasciculus that connect temporal and frontal brain regions. Unlike the structural measures, however, white matter and perfusion imaging are rarely used in clinical protocols, and have only recently been added to ADNI, limiting the number of available data. These measures were, therefore, not considered in the present study but could be explored in future work.
Another important finding of this study is that we identified CThk regions that were associated with the VRF index in PLS analysis among MCI but not the NC cohort, which suggests a few things. First, the VRF index may have a larger effect size in MCI because this group is more susceptible to neurodegeneration. Second, there may be inherent biases in our selection of MCI and NC, namely the breakdown of VRF index subgroups. No attempts were made to match cognitive groups since our primary objective was to characterize the impact of VRF index in MCI. Third, VRFs may act synergistically with AD pathology in the MCI group, which served to reinforce our VRF index/CThk associations. A post hoc analysis on the selected PLS regions across the 2 cohorts showed a significant cognitive group by VRF index interaction in the right medial orbitofrontal and right parahippocampal regions. These results are consistent with a study on the interaction of VRFs and Ab deposition (a hallmark of AD) that observed thinner frontotemporal cortical regions in individuals with higher number of VRFs (Villeneuve et al., 2014) . Finally, our attempt to replicate the baseline findings produced mixed results in the sense that only a subset of the PLS findings were detected at the 1-year follow-up, including the right entorhinal, right parahippocampal, and right inferior temporal regions. This may be due to the smaller sample available at follow-up, i.e., 328 samples versus 604 baseline samples. Of note, the replication findings were specific to the right temporal lobe, which may be an indication of persistent vulnerability of these brain regions to the VRF effects. These temporal findings are consistent with previous studies on hypertension and diabetes (Brundel et al., 2010; Leritz et al., 2011) . The present study adds on to this literature by demonstrating the detrimental CThk effect of summative VRFs in these regions. Several limitations of this study need to be mentioned. First, we did not control for depression, previous cardiovascular and cerebrovascular events, which may have influenced our findings. Second, we used clinical diagnosis of NC and MCI to classify participants and did not include CSF levels of Ab and tau measurements in the analyses because of their limited availability at the time of this study (i.e., 53% of NC and 56% of MCI group had CSF samples). Future studies could examine their interaction with summative VRF index. Finally, we demonstrate that there is value in using a summative VRF index; this was a parsimonious approach to the complex effects of each of the VRFs. Adopting a more specific VRF model would likely be more informative, but there are 7 possible unique VRF subgroupings, which was simply not feasible at this time due to the required sample size per VRF subgroup. The VRF subgroups with an index of 3 were already small samples, namely 16 adults for NC and 31 adults for MCI. Fortunately, our PLS procedure include permutations to assess the level of significance for the LV identified in the MCI group. Although the summative VRF index produced plausible CThk findings, future work could focus on different VRF models, be they categorical or continuous as a means to better characterize VRF interaction effects.
In conclusion, this study demonstrates the utility of PLS as a means to identify VRF-sensitive brain regions. A higher VRF index was associated with reduced CThk in the MCI cohort, a result that was partially reproduced in a smaller subset of 1-year follow-up data. We failed to detect a VRF index effect on CThk in the NC group, although a main VRF index effect was seen in 2 frontal regions when the 2 cognitive groups were combined. We also observed changes in the inter-regional CThk correlations between temporal and frontal brain regions in the subgroup with VRF index of 3 compared with VRF index of 1 and 2 subgroups. Overall, our findings suggest that the use of a summative VRF index is a wellsuited strategy designed to characterize the comorbid diseases that influence neurodegeneration, and this treatment was particularly revealing when considering CThk heterogeneity in the MCI cohort. 
